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THE POWERED EXOSKELETON PROJECT

The Powered Exoskeleton concept is that of a material handling
machine under intimate control of the operator.

"Worn as an outer mechanical garment, the exoskeletal structure

will be powered to dramatically amplify the wearer's strength and endur-
ance by a factor of approximately 25 to one, i. e. , when the exoskeleton
wearer lifts 25 pounds, he will 'feel' as if he is lifting only one pound.
The device will provide him with a set of 'mechanical muscles' that
enables him to lift and handle loads in excess of 1000 pounds. The human
operator will 'feel' the objects and forces he is working with almost as
if he were in direct body and muscle contact. This feature, called force
feedback, will provide the operator with sensitive control of the structure
and will act as a safeguard against the application of excessive force.

"The exoskeleton, called 'Hardiman, ' mimics the movements of its
wearer, presenting a literal union of man and machine. Thus, the humao'sf
flexibility, intellect, and versatility are combined with the machine's
strength and endurance. "*

Naval Research Reviews, July 1967



FOREWORD

At this time, the conceptual design and system definition
phases of the Hardiman I Program have been completed.

A prototype having the capability to implement the powered
exoskeleton concept has been defined and reduced to engineer-
ing drawings suitable for part fabrication and assembly.

One arm assembly has been completed and is undergoing check-
out of its servo systems. This was preceded by tests of
simulated iadividual joints and of a partial leg assembly
consisting of three joints.

The next major step in the program will be fabrication and
assembly of the complete leg and girdle system to demonstrate
the walking capability of the Hardiman I prototype.

Part I of this report contains information giving a summary
of the overall program.

Part II contains technical data with specific details relating
to mechanical design and servo system work.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The research contract for the development of Ilardiman I was initiated as
a Joint Army-Navy program in November 1965.

The goal of this program is to develop and demonstrate the potential of
a powered exoskeleton. This is a powered, jointed, load bearing structure
depigned to be worn hv man and augment his strength and endurance. While wear-

ing the device, an operator will be able to lift up to 1500 pounds as high as
6 feet. He will also be able to carry such a load at least 25 feet in 10
seconds at any height up to 6 feet. Typical applications fcr the Hardiman I
will include loading and unloading cargo from vehicle to ground and vice versa,
stacking and moving cargo from place to place, and similar associated tasks.
'he Hardiman I will be designed so that the wearer can walk, bend, turn, etc.,
with minimum restraint.

The exoskeleton design concept is shown pictorially in Figure 1. Design
layouts giving uetails of the design are included in Section 5.

The exoskeleton system is a master-slave device. That is, there are two
complete "skeletons" -- the exoskeleton proper or slave, which carries the work-
ing load, and a master skeleton .,hich is attached to the operator. Each joint
of the exoskeleton has a duplicate on the master. The master and slave are geo-
metrically superposed so that corresponding joint axes are approximately collinear.

Since the operitor is attached to the master skeleton at appropriate places,
he can cause the slave to assume desired postures and hand positions by moving the
master. The bilateral servos reflect the working forces of the slave to the opera-
tor, reduced by a factor of 25, so that he can sense the operation of the machine
as it works.

The atructure is supported on two legs terminating in feet. These legs ate
connected tugether 6t the hips by a ttanbvere tieimber (the girdle) -- the only
tie between the left and right links. The aims originate at the girdle and pass
through a number of links to the hands.

The operator stands inside this structure, to a large extent surrounded and
protected by it. Just below the elbow, tie operator's arm, the master, and the
slave become concentric. There are several advantages to this: the controls are
simplified, human factors cchrespondence is improved by having the slave hand in
axial line with the operator's hand, and the operator's hand is protected by being
inside the slave houaing.

TIeoretically no fixed zcnectioT.s other than the servo-control connections
are needed between the master and the .ave. However, from a practical standpoint,
it is recognized that small errors in notion between the master and the slave would

soon accumulate to cause an untenable displacement. To prevent the buildup of
small master-slave errors, the slave and master teet are fastened together in such
a way as to allow control, bit prevent master to slave displacement. Reflected
forces in the , i.ster are generated by separate cylinders that are connected in
parallel with the mailn actuator cylinders o' tle slave.

1-I



In the first laboratory prototype, electrical and hydraulic power will
be supplied through an umbilical connection. Future versions may incorporate
a self-contained power supply.

Since the man and machine must be so intimately coordinated in this device,

the human factors related to the man-machine interface and control system play
a crucial role in its design. Early in the program, it was found that much of
the human factors data that might have been applied was not available in forms
readily applicable to this concept. The required information was developed
from existing sources and augmented by laboratory studies using mockups simula-
ting possible configurations of joint designs. It is apparent that the operation
and test of the Hlardiman I prototype will in itself generate and greatly clarify
human factors data in the area of walking anthropomorphic machines and other man-
augmentation devices.

1-2



SECTION 2

PROGRAM HISTORY

The initial research efforts on the Hardiman I program covered detailed
studies of human factors related to man augmentation, particularly in achieving
a reasonable compromise between man's capability and feasible mechanical design
and servo system requirements.

Passive models such as those shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 were used to
determine the extent of articulation required to permit natural motions on the
part of the operator in performing tasks. The number of joints, their relative
orientation, and the ranges of individual joint motion were established. A
compromise was arrived at based on adaptability to operators ranging from the
5th to the 95th percentile.

Other major areas of the early study phase were machine design, system
analysis and servo studies through the use of computer simulation, mockups,
laboratory tests and engineering layouts.

By January 1968, the layouts of the mechanical system for the Hardiman I
had been successfully completed, demonstrating that the design of such a man-
augmentation device is feasible. Specific packaging problems related to com-
pressing the mechanism required for thirty powered joints into the confined
space dictated by the man-machine interface were solved and reduced to practical
hardware designs,

Only the final design of the servo system remained unsolved. Development of
a purely mechanical-hydraulic bilateral servo had not progressed as well as had
been expected.

Even though this particular art had been considerably advanced, and servos
of this type had been made to perform successfully in the walking truck (Quad
ruped Transporter Contract #DA 20-113-AMC-09225(T) ) they could not be made to
satisfy the more stringent requirements of Hardiman I.

The key development problem was the stabilizing of three or more cascaded,
high performance servos.

Early in 1968, a special internn Etudy was performed, and the conclusions
presented in a formal report (G.E. repoi- S-67-1011 "Special [nterim Study"
dated 19 April 1968). The conclusions reached in this study were that a conver-
sion from mechanical-hydraulic to electio-hyuraulic servos was necessary to
achieve the desired performance wrthin the existing state of the art.

This report was soon followed by G.E. report S-68-1081 "Special Technical
Report on Joints in Series" dated 10 June 1968, which established a design guide
for the solution of the servo system problem.

During 1968, two servo test programs wer-i carried out under G.E.'s self-
funded R&D activity which simulated typical Hardiman leg and arm joints and
confirmed the analysis of single joint servo performance. (See Figure 5)
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Figure 4. Exoskeletal Mockup - Arm and Leg Combined
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Figu rc 5. Si fliulatc(l 1Cxo,-I; Acton Joint Test



To make these tests truly representative of the performance requirement,
actual Hardiman I hardware such as the servo input mechanism and electronics
were used in conjunction with laboratory facilities which simulated the load
inertia. (See Figure 6)

The leg and girdle system was completely redesigned for the electrohydraulic
conversion by September 1968. Meanwhile, an assembly of three leg joints was
built and operated to further confirm the theoretical solution to the joints in
series problem. (See Figures 7 and 8)

In September 1968, emphasis was placed on completion of an entire aria,
rather than on completion of the leg and girdle system as originally planned.
Redesign of the arm system for the electrohydraulic conversion was started. At
the same time, parts for the hand assembly (which was unaffected by the redesign)
were released for fabrication. (See Figures 9 and 10)

Additional diawings were released sequentially as the redesign progressed
in the interest of accelerating completion of the first major functional assembly
capable of demonstrating the man-machine load interface.

A subassembly of the hand and wrist was tested in March of 1969 and covered
in bi-monthly technical reports. (See Figures 11 and 12)

A full program of testing has been completed on the wrist flex, thumb flex,
and thumb tip joints. During this test program, a 400 lb. load was lifted through
the full excursion of the wrist flex joint. The force level reflected to the
operator was more than adequate to sense the gravitational and inertia loads, yet
it was not overpowering or fatiguing.

The force sensitivity, dynamic response arid stability exhibited in the wrist
flex joint were satisfactory. The slew error and compliance both measured at
less than 2% were well within the design specifications of 3 percent.

The remainder of the first arm has since been assembled and tests are now in
progress.

Figure 13 shows the slave or structural members of the upper arm and back
joints to which the hand assembly is attached.

Figure 14 is a front view of the slave structure. The hand and wrist flex
joints are clearly shown in the foreground. The entire hand and wrist flex sub-
asse!,bly rotates in the large cylindrical housing in the center of the picture
to provide the forearm rotate function. This is the point at which the master
becomes co-axial with the slave. Subsequent figures show the master in position
inside the slave structure of this joint. The linear actuator at the upper right
operates the elbow flex slave joint. The trunnions on the body of this actuator
are mounted to the housing of the upper arm rotate actuator. The shoulder flex
pivot is barely visible at the top center of the photograph.

Figure 15 shows a view of the slave assembly from the side which will tace
the operator. The large boxlike structural member in the center of the picture
it the back link. At its lu.er end is the back flex pivot which attaches the back
link t the test fixture. The shoulder flex pivot is at the upper right of the
back link. The linear hydraulic actuators which operate the back flex and shouldcr
flex joints are inside the back link structure.
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Figure 7. Leg Assembly (Partial) - View from Mastcr Side
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Figui'e 1 5. Slave A~rm :\sbem-bly -View from, M aster Side



The small mechanism attached to the broad side of the back link is the
"tickler" which detects positional errors between the master and slave batk
links. Transducers mounted in the "tickler" will produce signals to actuate the
servo valve conzrolling th19 joint. Another "tickler" can be seen on the back
side of the forearm rotate housing. The arm master assembly will be bolted to
the mounting plate below the back flex pivot.

Figure 16 shows the complete assembly with the master in place. The :oxlIE
assembly being completed by the model maker is the master hand. It c- -a~ s the
hand controls for the thumb, and thumb tip joints. Movement of this around
the wrist flex pivot will cause the slave wrist to follow it. The m., rearm
rotate member is the cylindrical sleeve (perforated at the lower end, 3
through the forearm rotate slave housing. The rectangular structure. d by
two hose lines at the upper center of the photograph, is the upper arm r

Figure 17 shows the position of the operator's arm relative to the structure.
The operator's hand is on the handgrip inside the boxlike master hand. The
operator's forearm passes through the slave structure at the forearm rotate jcint.
The maximum radial clearance between master and slave at this point is one inch.
Therefore, the accumulated compliance of the back flex, shoulder flex, upper arr
rotate, and elbow flex joints cannot exceed one inch under full. load.

Figure 17a. is a view of the arm assembly with hydraulic hoses and electrical
wiring in place. The complex array of hoses required to supply tne master and
slave actuators have been arranged so as not to restrict the operator's motions or
cause erroneous force inputs to the master.

Figure 17b. shows the arm in an elevated position.
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Figure 17. Arm Ass(,I ly -Operator's P1ositionl
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SECTION 3

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM RESULTS

The Hardiman I program has produced significant advances in the technologies
related to man-augmentatLion systems. These advances, in fact, were essential to
the implementation of the Hardiman concept. Many of the innovations produced are
beneficial to other related applications where servo technology, mechanism cyber-
netics, and human factors play ;n important part.

The first implementation of an advanced concept must often be a rompra'Piue
between what is desired and what is attainable within the bounds of current tech-
nology. Such has certainly been the case on the Hardiman T program.

The human body is endowed with so many degrees of freedom that a man-augmenta-
tion machine with the same features would require complexity far beyond the limits
of practical mechanical design. The present Hardiman design provides adequate
freedom and dexterity to perform the basic tasks involved in lifting, manipulating
and transporting loads of up to 1500 lbs. The joint configurations arrived at x.er,-
based on laboratory studies of human factors using passive models in which vaLIous
joints were locked or unlocked, providing varying degrees Cf freedom.

The first master-slave configurations were based on ideal relationships for
control. The first concept proposed was one utilizing master and slave "skeletons"
which were virtually independent of each other. That is to say, there were no
attachments between master and slave other than the linkages producing error signals

for position control.

Bilateral control with force feedback was to be used throughout the enulre

master from hand to foot.

This concept was rerdered impractical by the limitations of available servo
technology. Even with the assumption that significant gains in servo performance
were attainable, accumulated desynchronization between master and slave rendered
machanical design and man-machine correspondence impractical.

The present concept, in which the master is split (with the arms and legs oi
the master anchored to the slave structure at the girdle) evolved from a continuing
study of matching man, machine and control system.

Although they have been discarded for this program, the first and intermediate
concepts should not be entirely abandoned or considered invalid. They still repre-
sent valuable knowledge and planning for man-augmentation devices. It is certainly
reasonable to expect that future technological development will provide practicalmeans of implementing concepts which are not now feasible.

With the present cont cl concept, it can be shown analytically that the use ,i
bilateral serves in the leg system would produce false force signals to the opera-
tor at the girdle attachment when a load is placed in the hands. For this reason,
the servis in the leg system are unilateral or non-force reflecting.

3-1
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When a load is placed in the slave hands, the operator feels a reflected
force in his own hands. The effect of this force carries through the operator's
body and gives him a normal set of foot forces which are related to his own
center of gravity. By reacting to these forces, he will make motions to achieve
balance, which the machine will follow. The force pattern hac been verified by
laboratory tests.

We are confident that the Hardiman prototype will be a dexterous, versatile
device capable of the performance required for implementing the concept and
studying the man-machine relationship.

Although the accomplishments cited below are primarily related to servo
development and mechanical design, the basic achievement of the program has been
to provide means ot implenenting the man-machine communication through a natural
feel of forces being applied.

Early servo development work within the General Electric Company led to the
reduction to practice of bilateral servo systems utilizing a single hydraulic valve
and actuator for each joint with simple mechanical error linkages between master
and slave. This system had the highly desirable features of simplicity and inher-
ent reliability. It also gave high fidelity in force reflection since the same
actuator provided slave and master forces tlihough a load sharing linkage.

As attempts were made to incorporate this system in the Hardiman I prototype
design, it became evident that such a system cculd be stabilized only at relatively
low gain values.

Since the Powered Exoskeleton Project and the Quadruped Transporter required
high gain and low compliance, new syscem approaches were needed.

A servo developient team attacked the problems common to both of these major
programs. A velocity compensation network was developed using only mechanical
and hydraulic components which improved the margin of stability of the system.

A servo system was devised which employed a velocity compensated valve as
the first control stage. Hydraulic pressure signals from this valve operated two
repeater valves controlling separate slave and master actuators. Although the com-
plexity of the system had been increased, and the force communication between
master and slave oecame Iass direct, the basic advantages of the hydromechanic4l
system had been retained. This system was tested in the laboratory and successfully
used on the Quadruped Transporter. It did not, however, meet the more exacting per-
formance requirements of Hardiman I.

At this point, it became necessary to convert Hardiman from a purely hydro-
mechanical servo system to an electrohydraulic system. The zlectrohydraulic
system permitted the more complex compensation networks required for tability to
be implemented electronically within the present state of the art,

The electro' raulic system finally developed, however, has realized many o
the early goals sbt. Compliance, slew ertor and other servo performance parameters
are well within the design limits established for the alardiman application. Only
one servo valve is reqvired for each joint, as had been originally intended. The
master and slave actuators at directly Loupled hydraulically. This direct coupling
improves force feedback fidelity, especially in transmitting tOu high frequency
vibraticn associated with touching an object. Although the coupi1ng is hydraulic
Ia ther than mechanical, and a second actuator is requlrf . ,he Fyster achieves the
intent L the direct mechanical coupling of the origini' I,. .itended sy.tcm.
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While the electrohydraulic system has added complexity in the form of
position transducers, velocity transducers and amplifiers, the hydraulic and
mechanical elements which affect the man-machine communication of forces and
position have been restored to relative simplicity.

This single valve, electrohydraulic, bilatera, se.-vo system represents a
significant accomplishment in servo development whio. ior only makes thf Hardiman
concept possible, but also makes possible the implerJe .. Ftion of mary rolated man-
augmentation systems requiring high performance combinad with rralisLic "feel" ot
the task being perfoined.

The double tickler system developed for the Hardiman I leg system (and
described in detail in previous technical reports) is also a significant accom-
plishment. The "tickler" system which is used throughout the Hardiman ! servo
system measures linear displacement between corresponding points on master and
slave links. This results in less accumulated error than would result if the more
onventional method of measuring angular displacement of each master and slave

joint were used. The low compliance erroi requirements of the Hardiman make the
"tickler" method ideal from a performance point of view.

The tickler system, however, is not symmetrical and is inherently "one ended."
In the arm system, this presents no problem since all arm movements are initiated
by moving the hands or some joints beyond the girdle connection. In the leg system,
control may be from either the foot or the girdle, depending whether the foot is on
the ground or in the air. The "double tickler" system provides a double set or
controls plus a switching system that senses when a foot is grounded. Control is
automatically shifted from the foot end to the girdle end of the leg as required.

The development of the "double tickler" system was also a vital factor in
developing a feasible method of implementing the Hardiman I concept. Like the urm
system, it toc is adaptable to other applications.

It should be noted that while the Hardiman servo systems were developed for
d very high performance application, they can be adapted to applications with less
severe performance requirements.

A further achievement in the field of ser%o analysis was the study of inter-
actions between multiple servo controlled joints operated in series or cascade.

During the development of exoskeleton servos, it became apparent that the
effect of interactions between servos in the series of joints in the arms or legs
must be considered. These interactions have for a long time been a question in
the design of manipulators. The past history has been to wonder about them, ignore
them in design, and find no obvious ill effects in operation.

The Hardiman I presented a different situation than previously encountered.
The needed servo performance was higher than ever before in manipulators; the
force ratio (25:1) was high; the load (1500 lbs.) was much greater than previous
experience. The instability resulting from the interaction between servos was a
primary cause of the change from hydromerhanical to elecLrohydraulic servos.

This study, covered by G.E. report S-68-1081 entitled "Special Technical
Report on Joints in Series" dated 10 June 1969, established a method for stabiliz-
.ng servo joints in serims and can be used as a design guide for turthcr develop-

3-3
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The mechanical design problem of packaging the 3j powered joints of the
Hardiman into an assembly of reasonable size and matched to man's configuration
has been one of major proportions.

Each of these joints has presented special problems in achieving the desired
envelope while maintaining proper orientation between master and slave and the
necessary control elements.

Design layouts illustrating the joint configurations are contained in Section
5. Many of these designs can be used as "building blocks" for synthesizing man-
augmentation systems.

The development of the leg control system has been covered in previous techni-
cal reports (S-68-1060 "Special Interim Study" and S-68-1081 "Special Technical
Report on Joints in Series"). The completion of the development and design of the
more complex arm servo system is more recent and is covered in detail in Section 6.

3I
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SECTION 4

PLANNED PROGRAM COMPLETION

Present program plans are to complete checkout and demonstration of the
first arm assembly; this is now in progress.

Additional program activities under present funding will include fabrication
of one ankle inversion and foot rotate assembly to be added to the existing three
joint leg assembly.

The next major step will be a fabrication program to produce the necessary
parts to complete the leg and girdle assembly. A parallel effort is planned to
produce parts for the second arm.

Assembly of the entire leg and girdle system will follow the fabrication
effort. Operation and demonstration of the leg and girdlp system will be the next
milestone.

Final program activities will include assembly of the second arm, assembly
of both arms to the leg and girdle system, and demonstration of the complete Hardi-
man prototype.
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SECTION 5

MECHANICAL DESIGN

1. BACKGROUND

The mechanical design of the exoskeleton prototype, suitable for implemen-
tation of the "Machine Augmentation of Human Strength and Endurance" concept
has been completed. Detail drawings of all required parts are ready for
fabrication. As drawings are released for fabrication, changes will be mad
as necessary to reflect improvements revealed during manufacture or assembly.

2. MATERIALS

The major structural material for the exoskeleton is 6061 aluminum. This
light material is available in a variety of shapes; it is readily welded and
brazed, and can be heat treated to desired properties, either before or after
fabrication.

Minor amounts of steel for pins and shafts, hardware, and actual cylinder
walls have been used.

3. BEARINGS

Antifriction bearings are used at most rotating joints. Wherever possible,
these are airframe bearings. These bearings are designed particularly for
heavy loads with random, rather than continuous motion. The design load for
these bearings is .aken as 66 percent of the aircraft limit load as defined
in MIL-B-7949A.

In some cases, bearings larger than the standard airframe bearings are needed.
For this, special slim design ball bearings are used. No aircraft limit load
is issued for these bearings. Each application was referred to the manufacturer
for design guidance, since published load ratings are too conservative for the
exoskeleton application. Linear actuator bearings are "Dyflon" lined monoball
bearings.

4. BASIC SHAPE

Figure I shows the final conceptual design of the exosk _eton. Cert3in coinpo-
nents, such as hydraulic hoses and tickler mechanisms, are omitted for clarity.

The slave hand form approximates that of a human hand. The lifting portion of
the hand might be visualized as similar to a palm with fingers bent at the
knuckles into a fixed, shallow vee-shape. An opposed thumb is provided, which
can clamp various shapes into the vee. An articulated thumb tiD allows cur-
ing of the thumb for greater shape adaprability. The thumb and thumb tip are
not servo-controlled but have velocity control with force feedback to the
operator.

The slave foot is 20 inches long by 8 inches wide. Arratigement can be made tc
clip on "snowshoe" extensions for better ground flotation on soft soil.
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The load carrying members are box beams wherever this shape can be used.
This construction is chosen for strength, lightness, and to contain and
package the control and servo devices. Because of the space occupied by
these parts, the shape of the box beams is necessarily somewhat complicated.
These members are designed for fabrication by welding and/or brazing.

5. JOINT PARAMETERS

There are 30 joints (single degree of freedom axes) in the Exoskeleton,
15 in each leg-arm system; all are powered by linear hydraulic actuators
except for the upper arm rotate and forearm rotate. These are not adaptable
to linear actuators or require larger degrees of rotation, and are
powered by single-vane hydraulic rotaryactuators.

Listed below are the 15 joints. The following information is provided for
each:

1. JOINT NUMBER - Axes number used in previous reports

2. RANGE - Total angular excursion (degrees)

3. FFB - Provision for force feedback in master

4. MAX. FORCE - Maximum force exerted by actuator (linear only) (lbs.)

5. MAX. TORQUE - Maximum torque exerted about each joint (in-lbs)

%-2



JOINT RANGE
JOINT MOTION NUMBER DEGREES FFB MAX. FORCE MAX. TORQUE

(lbs.) (lb-in)

Foot Assembly

Ankle Rotate 1 70 Indirect 5,238 14,792

Ankle Inversion 2 48 Indirect 3,628 14,512

Ankle Flex 3 80 Indirect 14,667 41,038

Leg Assembly

Knee Flex 4 90 Indirect 9,378 29,830

Hip Flex 5 80 Indirect 11,853 50,553

Leg Abduction 6 41 Indirect 9,424 31,200

Torso & Arm Assembly

Arm Abduction 7 65 Bilateral 4,790 14,970

Back Flex 8 90 Bilateral 14,676 67,070

Shoulder Flex 9 90 Bilateral 11,928 48,547

Upper Arm Rotate 10 55 Bilateral -- 12,000 (min.)

Elbow Flex 11 80 Bilateral 7,142 32,138

Forearm Rotate 12 160 Bilateral -- 4,000 (min.)

Wrist Flex 13 70 Bilateral 3,285 14,165

Hand Assembly

Thumb Flex 14 80 Bilateral 2,945 4,049

Thumb Tip Flex 15 80 Bilateral 1,283 1,283

Figure 18 shows pictorially the excursions of the exoskeleton joints. It also
includes a table listing the lengths of the 8 structural links from the ground
to the load.
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6. DESIGN LAYOUT DESCRIPTION

Foot Figure 19 Drawing #587E668

This drawing shows the slave and master foot. With Figure 21 it is the
complete master/slave foot to the ankle flex joint. The common intersection
of the ankle flex, ankle inversion, and foot rotate axes appears on the top
view in the area 1-9 and appears on the side view within the superimposed
outline of the operator's foot (D-9). The three-degree-of-freedom foot of
the exoskeleton simulates and is concentric with the natural ankle joint of
the operator. Part 8 (F-I) is the yoke which connects the master foot,
Part I (D-1O), to the master leg at the ankle flex pivot. It is also shown
in a rear view in the area D-3. The master leg system is constrained to the
slave only in the foot rotate joint. This is a sliding joint allowing the
operator to raise the master foot which generates an error signal in the
tickler causing the slave foot to be raised. The slave portion of the foot
is shown complete to the anle inversion joint located behind the operator's
Loot. A partial rear view of the slave is shown in area 1-3.

Foot (Tickler System) Figure 20 Drawing #587E668

This drawing shows the tickler input mechanisms which are located in the
foot. These measure the displacement of the master from the slave and
generate signals to reduce this displacement.

Leg (Ankle Inversion HousinS) Figure 21 Drawing 0587E590

This drawing shows ttie structural connection between the slave ankle inver-
sion joint and the ankle flex joint. The ankle flex pivot is shown in end
view in area B-12. The clevis pin for the ankle flex power actuator (not
shown) is at C-il.

Slave Leg Figure 22 Drawing #5S7E590

Shown on this drawing are the slave shank ar.d thigh which connect the ankle
flex joint to the hip flex joint. Shown in outline is the side view of the
ankle inversion housing described in Figure 21. Auxiliary views show the
ankle flex shaft and the end view of the tbigh. The knee is flexed to its
minimum included angle to facilitate orienI ation on the paper. The servo
valves, part number 105, and the stop valves, part number 15, for each of the
three actuators are shown.

Slave Leg Sections Figure 23 Drawing #587E590

This drawing shows sections through the thigh and shank and refers to Figure
22. ihese illustrate the method of mounting the servo valves and stop valves
for the three power actuators included in the leg. This is done utilizing
manifolds shown as part nos. 101 and 102. Auxiliary sections further show
the mounting arrangements in end view.
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Log (Master Leg and Tickler Control) Figure 24 Drawing #587E590

This drawing shows the shank and thigh (left leg) viewed Lrom the operator's
side. The master is seen as a rectangular tube with the ankle, knee, and
hip flex joints coinciding with those of the slave leg. Auxiliary views
show the one inch clearance between the slave and master. The broken rec-
tangular outline shown about the ankle joint is the master yoke described
in Figure 19. The tickler bodies are mounted on the slave and are
connected to the master by means of sliding sleeve linkages. This results
in measurement of displacement about one axis only.

Girdle Figure 25 Drawing #587E627

The girdle is the structural link between the two leg and arm systems and pro-
vides arm and leg abduction mc-ic. This d.:awing shows the basic shape of
the girdle as viewed from the sid'. The hip flex joint is shown at E-6 and
the back flex joint at 11-3. The .eg and arm abduction axes intersect with
a fixed included angle of 60 degrees. They intersect the hip and back flex
joint axes at the centers of the pivot shafts. The master leg system and
master arm system are not connected. The hip abduction power actuator is shown
at the upper left. The servo and stop valve to control it are mounted directly
on it by means of a manifold.

This drawing also shows the slave and master arm ab/ad joints which are mounted
together but free to rotate independently. This forms the beginning of the
master arm system and is the only place where the master is connected to the
slave (except by tickler linkages).

The slave arm abiad shaft rotates on bearings mounted in the slave girdle.
The master is mounted by bearings on the slave shaft as shown in area G-3.
The upper section of the slave shaft is machined to form the back flex joint
and back flex power actuator clevis connection.

Master Girdle and Hip Flex Tickler Figure 26 Drawing ",587E627

This drawing shows the connecting link between the master hip joint and the
master "leg abiad" noted on he previous drawing, Figure 25 (E-5). This link
is best shown on the top view where it lays parallel to the slave ab/ad shaft,
then bends 900 and forris a cylinder around this shaft. It is shown in dotted
outline in the side view (lower left). Here it is mated with the cross-over
link which connects the two master leg systems. Only one half of this cross-
over link appears in the top view. It is comprised of a rectangular tube
with cylindrical bearing surfaces on each end.

Master Girdle and Hip AB/AD Tickler Figure 27 Drawing #587E627

This drawing shows the master girdle connecting link from the front along
with the hip abiad tickler which is connected to it. Also shown in the side
view is a vertical member which is ;:irt of the harness apparatus that will
be used to fasten the onerator to ti ,s link. This member is bolted to the
girdle connecting link. The operati. is shown as a dotted line. Part ot
the waist strap is shown just forwar: of tha vertical member.
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Girdle (Slave) Figure 28 Drawing #587E627

This drawing is a top view of the girdle showing the slave arm ab/ad
components. These components are located within the girdle as shown in
previous drawings. Also shown are the servo valves controlling the power
actuators. The tickler body for measuring the master/slave ab/ad dis-
placement is shown mounted on the slave ab/ad shaft H-5 and H-l1.

Girdle (Slave and Partial Master) Figure 29 Drawing #587E627

This drawing shows the force feedback actuator for arm ab/ad. The head end
is mounted on the girdle and the rod clevis is connected to the master arm
ab/ad member. Mounted on the actuator is a velocity transducer which is
part of the control system. Shown in the lower left is the master arm ab/ad
member including the back flex joint and actuator connection point.

Back Link Slave Figure 30 Drawing #l587E636

Ihis drawing shows the slave back link. On the left is the side view in
section showing the back flex joint at C-11 and the shoulder flex joint at
H-13. The shoulder flex and back flex power actuators are shown including
the method of connecting the hydraulic hoses. Mounted on the outboard side
is the stop valve manifold assembly described later in Figure 31. The back
flex tickler body is mounted on the operator's side and is connected to the
master back link (not shown).

Stop Valve Manifold Assembly (Back I i) Figure 31 Dwg. #422D703

This drawing shows the mounting manifold for the servo and stop valves used
to control the back flex, shoulder flex and upper arm rotate actu'iators.
This is mounted on the outboard side of the slave back link as shown in
Figure 30. The shoulder pivot is noted at E-8. The manifold serves as a
common supply and return for the three servo systems mentioned pius has pro-
visin for supply and return for the remaining arm joints. Each servo/stop
valve system has two output pairs. One pair controls the power actuators
located in the slave, and the other controls the force feedback actuators
located in the master.

Assembly - Backlnk- Master Figure 32 Drawing #587E637

The master back link is connected to the master arm ab/ad member described
in Figure 29 to form the back flex joint. It is connected to the master
"shoulder", part number 3 (E-3), to form the shoulder flex joint. Force
feedback at each joint is provided by the small actuators shown. Each joint
also has a linear velocity transducer to provide inputs to the control system.
These are mounted inside the rectangular tube and are shown by dotted lines
at C-Il and C-8. Section line C-C shows the transducers at the lower right.

5-6
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'_;.,, r.-,rm Ass,,r!Iv lFI.rL 33 Drawing #587E633

Thi.u I'.rwing s ,. ts C- :lavv and master upper arm. The shoulder flex and
elbow lex joint, ire noted at C-S and -12 respectively in th(e side view
(lowt.r left). The upper arm is controlled by the shoulder flex actuator
mounted in the back link and connected to the pin shown at B-7. Mounted on
top of the slave upper arm is the elbow flex power actuator which controls
th,- slive forearm. This actuator and its servo/stop valve are shown at F-10
!n tht iide view. The upper arm rotate axis is noted at D-il. The upper arm
rotate power actuator (located at D-10) is bolted to the shoulder flex pivot
block and connected to the outer housing of the upper arm by the splined
shaft )-Il. The outer housing rotates about the bearings, parts numbered 45
and 46, noted at A-11 and A-9.

The master upper arm is shown best in the ern view and top view. The upper
arm rotate force feedback actuator is shown at D-7, D-4, and 11-7. The only
connections to the slave are from the back flex and upper arm rotate ticklers
mounted on the slave.

Upper Arm Master Figure 34 Drawing #587E780

This drawing shows the shape of the master upper arm which appears in Figure
33. The elbow flex force feedback actuator (not shown) is mounted inside the
rectangular tube at 1-12.

Forearm and Hand (Top View) Figure 35 Drawing #587E634

This drawing shows the slave and master from the elbow flex joint to the hand.
The elbow flex axis is identified by section line E-E. The wrist flex joint is
shown in end view at G-8. The forearm rotate actuator noted at-E-5 drives the
Inner slave housing on two bearings, part 92. The small rotary actuator mounted
on the master at H-5 provides force feedback. In the slave hand are contained
the wrist flex, thumb flex, and thumb tip power actuators. The thumb and rhum'
tip are controlled by valves ini the master hand. Force feedback is achiev-d h',
internal porting of the hydraulic pressure which opposes the operator's input.
The wrist flex force feedback actuators are noted at 1-S. Also seen in this
drawing are the ticklers for elbow flex (F-.6), forearm rotate (11-7), and wrist
flex (-9).

Forearm and Hand Side View Figure 36 Drawing #587E634

This drawing shows the slave forearm and hand in side view. The forearm rotate
actuator is located inside the housing at C-5. The wrist flex tickler is loca-
ted at E-9. Shown mounted below the wrist flex actuator is the servo and stop
valve which control it.

Assemblv Forearm and Hand Figure 37 Drawing .1587E634

This drawing shows the master hand in side view. Portions of the slave shown
are the forearm rotate housing which surrounds the master, and the end of the
slave hand. The master elbow flex joint is at the extreme right (G-5). The
shape of the hand grip can be seen as well as the levers controlling the thumb
and thumi tip valves. The thumb is controlled by pushing the lever (which is
pivoted at the lower left of the thumb flex valve) with the palm of the operator's
hand. The thumb tip is controlled by depressing the spool shown at li-10 with the
operator's thumb. This spool is pivoted at the upper right of the thumb tip valve.
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SECTION 6

ARM SERVO DESIGN SUT4ARY

INTRODUCTION

The electrohydraulic servos used in the exoskeleton arm system are of the
bilateral (force reflecting) type. This type of servo differs from the ordinary
unilateral servo in that either master or the slave may accept command signals
resulting in a controlled response of the slave or master. The basic elements
making up the bilateral servo used in the exoskeleton are:

A servo valve that regulates a differential pressure, Ap, from a
hydraulic pressure source in proportion to an input current, i.

A hydraulic cylinder, slave "power" actuator, which converts the
differential pressure, Lp, into a force which acts through the
slave member to resist a load, Fs .

A hydraulic cylinder, master "force feedback" actuator which
converts the differential pressure, Lp, into a force which acts
through the master control to apply a force to the operator pro-
portional to and in the direction of Fs .

A control circuit, consisting of a velocity and position error
transducer package "tickler", a master tachometer and the associated
electronics. The electronics are required to combine and condition
the transducer signal so that when used as the control signal for the
servo valve, a stable high performance control system results.

FUNDLMENTALS OF OPERATION

The operation of the bilateral servo used in the exoskeleton arm system
can be understood by referring to the pictorial schematic of Figure 38. When
a load force F. is applied to the slave member, a desynchronization, x, from the
equilibrium position will result between the master and slave member. This mech-
anical desynchronization is converted by the transducer "tickler" package to an
electrical signal, e, which is conditioned by a compensation network and converted
to a current used to controA the servo valve. In addition to the er r ignal
voltage, e, the error rate -, -, signal voltage, ev, and master rate, K- -, signal
voltage, em, are used as auxiliary control signals to the servo valve
to achieve the desired dynamic response and stability characteristics. In re-
sponse to the input current, i, the servo valvf. produces a controlled differential
pressure output, '-p, which acts across the piston of the slave "power" actuator in
the proper sense as to produce a restoring force Aiich resists the applied load
furce, F., and reduces the desvnchronization (error signal) to a small final
(steady-state) value. This steady-state value is achieved when the force being
generated by the slave "power" actuator just balances the load force, Fs.

The tendency of a control to minimize the systen error signal is a character-
istic of feedback control systems. The distinguishing characteristic of the
exoskeleton bilateral servo is that the differential servo v_' ic pr-ssure, Jp, alsc
ats across the piston of a "force feedback" actuator. This actuator applies a
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force to the operator through the master control, proportional to and in the
same sense as the force, Fs, applied to the slave member. Thus, the operator
"feels" a portion of the load force encountered by the slave.

The "bilateral" characteristic of the exoskeleton arm servos can be con-
sidered frcm another point of view. A force, Fm, applied to the master control
will cause a counterclockwise rotation. This results in a desynchronization, x,
between the master and slave that results in a change in the error signal from
the transducer package "tickler". This change in error signal produces a change
in the differential pressure output of the servo valve, which acting across the
slave "power" actuator, causes the slave member to accelerate in counterclockwise
direction and minimize the error signal by following the master control. Con-
versel., it a force, F., was applied to the slave member and the master was
unccnstrained, the slave would rotate in the clockwise direction, and the master

would follow the slave.

SERVO DESIGN PHiLOSOPHY - JOINTS-IN-SERIES

The design and optimization of nigh performance cascaded bilateral servos
as used in the exoskeleton arm has shown itself to be an awesome task. Consid-
erable effort has been expended in this area in an attempt to obtain economical
and reliable methods for designing and optimizing servo systems of this type.
This continuing effort includes extensive investigations of system performance and
stability characteristics on both the analog and digital computer and the applica-
tion of advanced contrcl theory methods in stability studies.

The results ct a large part of this effort has been reported in a special
technical repot on joints-in-series, 10 June. 1968.

In this report, a general tecommandation as to the form of the c,mpensation
network to be used in the excskeleton arm servos has been made. This recommenda-
Lion was an interpolation of findings in the study of the unilateral jcints-in-
series case and the single joint bilateral case. It was further substantiated by
an extensive anaig ormputer simulation [oi the case of three bilateral servos in
seriis.

Time did not permit a fuli scale computer simulation of the entire exoskeleton

arm system ror the purpose o1 designing and op imizing the individual joints, it
was, therefore, necessary to make some simplifying assumptions that would permit
the efficient determination of an "approximate" solution to parameters required tot
an optimum ccntrol. By providing a sufficient range of adjustment on each of the
pettinent control parameters, "'ptimization" can be completed on the machine itselr.

The method of making Luntrol p. ameter calculations on simplified models has
shown itself sufticiently accurate in the past when used in the design of other
bilateral servos, ur when compared to full scale computer simulations to warrant

considerable merit.
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DYNMIIC MODEL - EXOSKELETON BILATERAL SERVO

The general form of the frequency compensation networks used in the design
of the individual exoskeleton joint servos parallels the recommendations of the
special report issued on joints in series. The form of the feed forward compen-
sator, Ge(s), is:

G~~~~K (a Y ++KvK

c (I + K8 ) (I+Kg)(l + T£S)

Velocity feedback is used on each of the joints of the master control.

The signal flow diagram which is common to each joint in the exoskeleton
arm system is shown in Figure 39.

The assumptions and simplification made in deriving this model were:

1) The Intercoupling effects between the individual servos due to
Joints-in-series will not be considered.

2) A linearized model of the physical system will be used (i.e. friction,
hysteresis, saturation, etc. is neglected).

3) Structural resonances All not be included in the analysis, bandwidth
will however be limited in order to justify the simplification.

4) The inertia seen at the individual joints will be calculated by
treating all joints as rigid members.

5) Component lags occurring at frequencies greater than 100 Hz are
neglected.

It is believed that the use of an inertia that is obtained by assuming all
servo joints are infinitely rigid is very conservative and merely represents an
upper bound. It is, therefore, very likely that the amount of velocity feedback

required to obtain a stable servo will be less than calculated in the analysis.
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SYMOLS

Symbol bescription Units

B The effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid
and lines (100,000 psi) ibs/in

Imt The total inertia about a master joint due to 2mt supported structure. lb. in. sec

I The total inertia about a slave joint due to lb. in. sec'supported structure.

K Power amplifier gain v/vc

Kd "Tickler" velocity error network gain v/v

K Branch gain of lag network v/vg

KL "Tickler" linkage gain in/in

K Main amplifier gain v/v

K Servo valve pressure feedback gain cis/psi
P

K "tickler velocity transducer gain v/in/sec
v

K Master velocity transducer gain v/in/secvx

K Master velocity transducer amplifier gain v/v
x

N Gear ratio of torque motor

9

p Linearized differential pressure lb/in-

P Supply pressure psis

q Linearized flow in3 /sec.
QC Servo valve flow gain cis/amp.

Valve coil resistance ohms

r The effective crank radius on which the master
n velocity transducer operates in.

R The distance between a joint and the tickler input
lever controlling that joint in.

-i
S La Flacian operator dLO sec

dt

T Servo valve time constant -sec.
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SYMBOLS (continued)

Sym,ol Description Units

TL  Lag network time constant

T Applied operator torque in-lbs.
m

T Applied load torque in-lbs.s

V Total entrained volume of oil in3

x Desynchronization between master and slave
at radius R - inchest

0M  Angular position of master control radians

C Angular position of Sl.Lve radians5

'YM The product of the average piston area and theeffective crank radius for a master joint, in /(sec.-rad.)

The product of the average piston area and the
effzti-.,e crank radius for a slave joint in 3/(sec.-rad.)
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PERFORIANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF A BILATERAL SERVO

Certain performance characteristics of bilateral servos have been identified
and found to bear significantly on the suitability of a control for a specific
application. Some of the more important of these characteristics, their defini-
tions, and how they are derived for the type of bilateral control used in the
exoskeleton are discussed in the following section.

Definitions of Servo Performance Terms

A performance parameter, which becomes very important when the mechanical
clearances between the slave and master control are limited, is the servo "stiff-
ness" or compliance which is defined as:

Compliance -- The steady-state rate of deflection of a joint under load.

i.e. radians/inch-lb.

It is sometimes more convenient to express compliance as a percent in which
case a new term is defined.

Percent Compliance Error (E) -- The steady-state desynchronization required
between master and slave to generate full
slave corque at zero velocity expressed as
a percent of 90' slave stroke.

A performance parameter which is of equal importance when the mechanical
clearances between the master and slave is limited is the servo 'slew error"
which is defined as:

Slew Error -- The steady state desynchronization required between master
and slave to sustain a constant velocity.

Again, it is sometimes more convenient to express slew error as a percent
in which case a new term is defined:

Percent Slew Ecror (E v ) -- The sLedv-btate dngular desynchronization
required between master and slave to sustain a constant
velocity of 90 degrees/sec. at no load expressed as a
percent of 90 degrees slave stroke.

An important servo performance par.meter, which relates to operator fatigue
and the accuracy of the force teedback signal, is the slew drag of a bilateral
servo. This term is normally defined as follows:

Slew Drag -- The force or torque required in a bilateral servo to drive the
master control, that is approximately proportional to velocity.

It is important that thi. tcrm be kept as small as possible in order to
prevent operator fatigue and minimize the dastoLtion of the force feedback.

It is worthwhile ti; note that the bilateral servo scheme used in the exoskele-
ton has the theoretical mittimum sicw drag of any type electrohydraulic bilateral
servo. With this type ot bilateral control, the only components of slew drag that
are present are the dyn..mic seal friction In the actuators and tile vlsc)us hydraulrc
for~vs oi the iluid. It is anticlLated that these will be negligible.

IJ-7
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Derivations of Servo Performance Equations

The performance characteristics discussed in the preceding section can be
related to the servo parameters of the bilateral control by a set of equations.
The development of these relationships is the topic of discussion in this section.
These relationships will be derived by applying the appropriate boundary conditions
and constraints to the equations represented by the "signal flow" diagram of

Figure 39.

To determine the compliance of the control, the steady-state relationship

between OMOs  and slave torque Ts, must be established. A convenient method for
accomplishing this is to ground the master control, i.e. lm 1, mathematically
force the slave position function Os(t) to conforn. to a step input function of
magnitude 0 and write the La Place transform of the differential equation "elating
the change in slave position to the change in slave torque. The resulting rela-
tionship is:

T5 (S) = S~ + RtKLKvKd + ntKLK~ y + ,1S I ' I + K +- T LS) . .

K K Q
2 TIVT VT

RIK (S 2B + S - )1p 2K B 2K Up p

Applying the final value theorem to the preceding equations yields the

steady-state relationship between slave torque and the desynchronization between
the master and slave.

- r KL Kv K, Kc Q Qs
LIbM S T (S) 7 -1  - T tfinal)

5-0 R1 Kp

Then:

Ts Ts RC KI Ky Km Kc Qc ' 's
Compliance 

Ip

and if T (final) = T max. = P *S s

(E -C'i s ._____Ps ___RI ______100_

Percent Compliance Error (Ec) = 100 Ps K 100
1.57 LK K K K Q 1.57

Io determine the slew error of the control, the steady-state relationship
between the master and slave velocity crd the desynchrcnization, x, must be estab-
lished. A convenient method of determining this relationship is to assign the
desired steady-state velocity to the master and slave, along with the appropriate
boundary conditions, and solve for the required desvlLchronizat ion. For a stcady-
state velocity of 90 degrees/sec. of master and salve, the following relations are
required. Reference, Figure 39.
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d(3m des ") dO -S SE 5 1.57 rad/sec.
dt = S m dts

2) dx ~Sx 0dx

3) p 0

Relation No. 2 follows from the fact that if master and slave are slewing
at the same velocity, then the error signal, x, must be a constant.

Relation No. 3 follows from the fact that if the master and slave are slew-
ing at the same constant velocity, then the torque applied to the master and slave
must equal zero; hence, the pressure p equals zero. Note the linearized model
contains no gravity loads.

With the preceding boundary conditions and the conservation of flow require-
ment at node 8, the steady-state flow balance equation can be written as:

xKL K Km Kc Qc dGm( rm Kvx Kx Kc Qc+ dG s
R It m R1  Q dt

Substituting

dem d6.
Rt (0m - ) = x and d- -- = C

The equation for slew error is then:

rm Kvx Kx Kc Qc K R1

m -s \ C s -m- R Ky Km K c Qc Rt

and for C = 1.57 rad/sec. the equation for percent slew error is:

Percent Slew Error (E) (0-m-'s) . 100 rmKvxKx Kc __ 100

-1.57 0 m R I L KyKmKcQCRt
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Performance Characteristic Tabulation

The following table is a tabulation of the calculated performance parameters
of each joint in the exoskeleton arm system. These values were obtained by using
the equations derived in the preceding section and the servo parameter contained
in Table II.

TABLE I

Performance

Joint % Compliance % Slew Error

Wrist Flex -2.1% +.56%

Elbow Flex -2.96% +.014%

Forearm Rotate -2.23% +.35%

Upper Arm Rotate -1.95% +2.2%

Shoulder Flex -1.9% +.3%

Back Flex -2.06% +.44%

Arm Ab/Ad -2.0Z +2.2%
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STABILITY ANALYSIS

tability analysis of the exoskeleton servos is based on Bode and Nyquist

methods and the linear model represented in the signal flow diagram of Figure 39.

To simplify the analysis, the signal flow diagram of Figure 39 was reduced to

the more convenient form shown in Figure 40 where the constants have been

redefined as follows:

K m2 + m Rt KL Kv Kd Km Kr Qc

Km rm Kx Kvx k- Qc
I RI

Kjs 2  + 's Rt K LKv Kd Kc Qc
3 - IR

K4  KLKy Rt KM Kc Qc 4'+4 s

K4  R ; Y

T = . R

Kg

T = TL

S2 Kp B
n 2 T1 Vt

Vt

n/ 2K B
p

While the form of the signal flow diagram of Figure 40 does not retain

the same physical significance at each node as the signal flow diagram of Figure

39, they are equivalent from a i-tability standpoint.
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TABLE II

EXO - SERVOS

SERVO DESIGN PARA2METERS

Joint: Wrist Forearm Elbow Upper Arm Shoulder Back Arm

Parameter Flex Rotate Flex Rotate Flex Flex AB-AD

K (v/v) 12 9 9 9 12 12 9
g

Kd  (v/v) .25-2.5 .25-2.5 .25-2.5 .25-2.5 .25-2.5 .25-2.5 .25-2.5
0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0*

1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8 2-16 2-16
TL (sec.) 2* 4,5* 2*.65 4.0* 5* 8* 10*

1.0-10 .4-4.0 .4-4.0 .4-4.0 .4-4.0 .4-4.0 .4-4.0
m 3.73* .84* 1.6* 1.5* 1.24* 1.3* 1.1*

K (/v) 1 1 11 1

1-10 .05-.5 1.5-15 .1-1 1-10 1.5-15 1-10
K (v/v) 8.1* .136* 5.9* .35* 3.5* 5.3* 2.69

Kv (v.sec/in) .12 .12 .1.2 .12 .12 .12 .12

K (v/in) 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
y

K v. sec/in .12 (.925) .09 (1.62) .5 .5 .5
vx or (v.sec/rad)

.17-.026 1.906 .12-.036 1.44*
KL (in/in).* (in/rad) .1* (in/rad) .167" 158" .44*

* Denotes Design Values 6-14



TABLE II (continued)

Exo - Servos
Servo Design Parameters

Joint. Wrist Forearm Elbow Upper Arm Shoulder Back Arm
Parameter Flex Rotate Flex Rotate Flex Flex AB-AD

(in3  10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Q /sec. amp) No Load No Load No Load No Load No Load No Load No Load

Kp (cis/psi) .04-.08 .04-.08 .04-.08 .04-.08 .04-.08 .04-.08 .04-.08
pi

Im (in 3/rad.) .04-.06 .00385 .195-.255 .12 .416-.59 .575- .11-.176

.815

Ps (in 3 /rad.) 3.4-4.2 1.5 7.4-9.7 4.3 10.4- 14.4- 2.88-
14.8 20.4 4.52

I (lb-in-sec ) .283 .087-.174 2.15-2.66 2.8-6.2 11-19.6 23-52 4.3-49m .

Is (lb-in-sec
2) 11.4-349 3.4-980 32-1053 19-2564 120-3074 181-5259 35.3-6520

Vt (in ) 6.5 6.1 16 6.3 27.7 38

R (in) 4.7-6.7 -- 7.94-9.94 10.25 10 4.34

rm (in) .56 -- .8 .674 .674 3.125

T (sec.) .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016 .016

2

B (lb/in) 100,000 100.000 100,000 100,000 100,000 -00OO,0 100,(,0i

4.62 8.1
I Master 1 Master 1

(Actuat_ _ Tach.
.... ..__ & Tach. _
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A tabulation of the parameter values to be used with this form of the signal
flow diagram was made for each joint of the exoskeleton. For each joint, the tab-
ulation was made to include the appropriate maximum and minimum "linearized" values
for both the load floating and slave grounded modes. As an example, the tabulation
used for the wrist flex servo is presented in Table III. The values used in c ,lcu-
lat'ig the parameters for this table were obtained from Table II.

TABLE III

Wrist Flex Servo Analysis Parameters

Master and Slave Floating Slave Grounded
Parameter Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum

K1  .013 .006 .013 .006

K2  1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4

K3  1.55 .033 0 0

K4  4450 127 1650 127

2 - 770 x 10 2

n
-3

2r/w = .813 x 10
n

T1 = .016

T = .16

r3  =2

The reduced signal flow diagram of Figure 40 was then , it into a digital
computer program called "Nyplot", and the frequency response characteristics of
loops I and II were examined to check stability for each set of parameters in Table
II for each joint.

The results of these computer runs for a single joint the wrist flex) are
shown in the Bode plots of Figures 31-34.

Servo parameters were, in general, adjusted to obtain minimum compliance and
slew error and a position error loop (II) bandwidth between 1 - 10 Hz.

6-16



In Seneral, the phase margin of the position error loco was kept between
approximately 250 - 40'. In order to maintain this much phase margin in the
maximum inertia-load floating case, a large amount of master velocity feedback
is required. This results in a condition in loop I where, because of the high
gain, very little phase margin exists for the minimum inertia-load floating case.

It, therefore, may be necessary to reduce the master velccity feedback gain
Kx , if high frequency instability occurs.

This may result in some degradation in control performance, but it is
believed that because of the conservative manner in which the slave inertia has
been calculated (i.e. all servo joints assumed infinitely rigid connections),
considerably less velocity feedback will be required than calculated, and actual
performance will not be significantly affected by reasonable changes in the value
of K

x

The electronic control package has been designed with the approximations of
the analysis in mind, and a generous range of adjustments has been provided for
the parameters K , Kdt K , and TL.
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CORRELATION OF OBSERVED RESULTS

Joint Simulator

Test results obtained on the joints simulator, Figure 5, have demonstrated
the adequacy of the control design used in the exoskeleton arm system. A full
scale breadboard simulation of a joint equivalent to the exoskeleton shoulder
joint on the joint simulator demonstrated that the control scheme was more than
adequate from all standpoints. Compliance of the breadboard servo was measured
and found to be 2%; slew error was less than 1%; and the bandwidth of approxi-
mately 1 H. for maximum inertia resulted in a dynamic response that was more than
adequate. Force feedback quality of the control was found to be excellent, par-
ticularly the high frequency content of the contact forces which were transmitted
directly from the slave cylinder through the oil to the master control. The dynamic
compliance characteristic of the control was also subjectively evaluated by a number

of people and found to be acceptable for the exoskeleton application.

Exoskeleton Wrist Test

A full scale checkout of the exoskeleton wrist servo was recently completed

using the actual exoskeleton hand and a supporting test fixture, Figure 12. The
results of the tests on this single exoskeleton joint were extremely encouraging.
Using the calculated servo parameters contained in the preceding sections, only a
minor adjustment to the master velocity feedback gain was required to obtain a
pertectly performing control.

Because of the limitation of the supporting structure loads, up to only
400 lbs. were lifted. The actual design load of each arm is 750 lbs. At a load
of 400 lbs., however, the dynamic response of the servo to operator inputs was well
in exceas of that required. Measured performance characteristic compared very
closely to calculated values (i.e. compliance; calculated - 2.1%, measured = 1.7%),
and the dynamic compliance cl.:acteristic of control was well within the limits of
acceptability.
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